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INTRODUCTION 
According to the technical task of the con甘actbetween the Pacific Geographical 
Institute, FEBRAS and Research Institute for Humanity and Nature Inter・UniversityResearch 
Institute Corporation National Institutes for Humanities (Kyoto, Japan) the following works 
have been fulfilled: 
1. Compiled elec仕onic(digital) base common geographic coverages, including: 
-Relief in horizontal lines every 300 meters. 
-Hydrological network: main channels，仕ibutaries,lakes, water reservoirs, channels. 
-Settlements divided into: states capitals; centぽsof krais (ob lasts), provinces; cities 
over 1 million，企om1 million to 500 thousand，企om500 thousand to 100 thousand of 
residents. 
-Road network: railways, motor roads: highway, other covered roads. 
-Borders: state, administrative ofkrais (oblasts), provinces. 
2. Made an elec仕onic3D-model of relief ・DEM(using data of Shuttle Radar 
Topographic Mission (SRTM) with step of 15訂csecond).
3. Created a map ( elec仕oniccoverage）“Modem land-use in Amur River basin" on the 
basis of decoded satellite images of LANDSAT-TM 2000-2001 with resolution on the 
spot 50・100meters. 
4. Compiled an elec仕oniccoverage“Geological Struc印re”
5. Compiled an elec仕oniccoverage“Vegetation of Amur River basin” 
RESULTS 
Thus, al the works on geo・informationalprovisioning for the project have been削日lled
in two blocks, 1 -base general geographic one, and 2 -base thematic one. All the elec甘onic
coverages have been made on Arc/INFO, Arc View platforms in the detailed scale 1 :2,500,000 
of common projection of the following parameters: 
projection albers 
datumpuk 
units meters 
spheroid krassovsky 
52 0 0 /* 1st standard parallel 
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